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The endeavour of this survey and this report are dedicated
to Ken West without whom it would not have been possible.

What is a harvest mouse?
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• The Harvest Mouse – Micromys minutus (Pallas) is Europe’s
smallest rodent
• It lives in the ‘stalk zone’ – tall grasses and herbaceous vegetation
that die back in winter and re-grow in spring
• It has a number of adaptations to this habitat :• Light weight - typically weighs 6g (the same as a 20p piece!)
• Special gripping toes

• A prehensile tail that acts as a fifth limb
• It builds its nest off the ground like a bird
• The spherical nest, about the size of a tennis ball, is woven from
living grass leaves that are still attached to their stems
• Nests are typically 30 – 60cm off the ground in grass and brambles
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3 – 8 pups are born and reared in the nest
Three litters a year is not uncommon
Harvest mice start and finish breeding later than other mice
The young are weaned and independent at just over two weeks
old!
They eat small seeds, shoots, fruits and insects depending on the
season
Predators include owls, kestrels, weasels and just about anything
that can catch and eat them
They do not hibernate, but many die in cold wet winters
They are among the least studied British mammals
There are large gaps in our knowledge
They are thought to be declining
Official status in England; ‘near threatened’

What did we want to know and why?
• Where they are found in Kent
• Their status – are they common? rare? widespread? restricted?
vulnerable? endangered?
• To create a baseline and gather enough data to predict presence
or absence in areas still without records
• Historically only one or two Kent records a year since 1961
• Kent made only 12 contributions to the first national survey in the
1970s

What did we do about it?
• We were supported by the Kent Mammal Group for a pilot study
year
• We made a successful bid for funding to the National Lottery
• We trained over 600 volunteers over 5 years

• Assigned them tetrads (2x2km squares) to survey
• They searched freely accessible land (road verges, footpaths) to
find harvest mouse nests

• We collected the results

What information did we gather?
• Most importantly, everything that constitutes a record – who,
what, when and where with a photo for verification
• And then some additional data...
• Nest height from the ground
• Nest diameter – two measurements if the nest was oval
• habitat details on a tick sheet

What did we find and where?

Summary of Results
Harvest mice are widespread across the county
They favour Kent’s wetter areas
Easily found from Sandwich to Canterbury and Herne Bay
The Wantsum Channel in East Kent is well-populated with them
They appear to absent from the chalk rise of the Isle of Thanet
(but we should keep looking)
• Good continuity of presence along the North Kent coast and
Thames Estuary from Whitstable to Dartford, including the Isle of
Sheppey and the Hoo Peninsula
• They are scattered and local along the North Downs where they
favour river valleys and adjacent areas near agriculture
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• On the Kent Weald especially, they are associated with the
margins of arable fields
• Harvest mice show continuity of presence over a large area
between Ashford and Maidstone
• They inhabit the grassy verges of many Kent roads, including
numerous A roads
• More patchy distribution further West and South but present in
suitable habitat
• The whole of Romney Marshes appear to have a robust
population with an abundance of suitable habitat
• Elsewhere, there are still many blanks to fill in to complete the
picture

Some Facts and Figures
• We found harvest mice in 304 tetrads, covering 30% of the county
• 155 tetrads were surveyed without success
• 56 out of 72 historical tetrads (78%) still contained harvest mice,
though not necessarily where they were originally recorded
• If we include 78% of historical tetrads that have not yet been
re-surveyed it increases positive tetrads to 35% of Kent
• Just under half of county not surveyed
• Road verges accounted for 34% of all records for the county,
showing that they have been previously overlooked

• There is an association with arable land in 68% of all records
• This is partly explained by the fact that agricultural land use is the
dominant habitat in the county...

• ... but also because the margins are often grassy
• 64% were associated with a water source
• Kent is a low-lying, wet, sinking county along with other Eastern
coastal counties
• Harvest mice demonstrate a preference for these habitats

What does it all mean for harvest mice?
• They need certain habitats
• Those habitats are more abundant or extensive in some places
than others in Kent
• Harvest mice are no longer invisible
• No longer unknown
• No longer inaccessible
• So let us take them into account

Food for thought?
• Kent is under massive development pressure
• The countryside is often mismanaged

• Harvest mice live in remote and beautiful places...

• that are undervalued and under threat...
• but they also live right under our noses

• We want to train people to become harvest mouse monitors
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To find more records
Keep up on the records we have
Study
Value and protect
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